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As Reliable As the Sun Rising and
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Staff Even When There Is A Total
Eclipse of The Sun
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of the Nation
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Eclipse Times
http://www.eclipse2017.org
Partial Eclipse Starts: 11:41 a.m. - This is the
start of the partial phase, when the moon takes its
first very small little bite out of the sun. There is
going to be an eclipse today for you! (Are you in
the path? If not, then it won’t be total!)
Total Eclipse Starts: 1:07 p.m. - The part
you’ve been waiting for: The “Diamond Ring” at
the beginning of totality!! This is when you can
begin to remove your eclipse glasses, and (as soon
as all of the sun’s bright disk is covered, and you
can’t see anything through your eclipse glasses)
watch the eclipse with your bare eyes!
Maximum Eclipse (also known as “mideclipse”): 1:09 p.m. - this is the midpoint of the
eclipse. If you are in the path of totality, it is the
middle of the total phase.
This is the ONLY time it is ever safe to look at
the eclipsed Sun directly! The Moon is covering all

of the Sun, and the sight is not any brighter than
the full Moon. THIS is what all the excitement is
about, and it is why you MUST be in the path of
totality to see the main event! (In fact, if you try
to look at totality through your eclipse glasses
during totality, you will not see anything at all!)
(If you are not in the path of totality, you will
not see this phase at all - and in that case, you
must watch the ENTIRE ECLIPSE through your
eclipse glasses!)
Total Eclipse Ends: 1:10 p.m. - The end
of totality. The moon moves on, the Diamond
Ring appears again, and a very small piece of
the Sun’s bright disk is visible again. (It’s really
bright!) This is when you have to put your
eclipse glasses back on, to protect your eyes.
Partial Eclipse Ends: 2:35 p.m. - The end of
the partial phase. A very anticlimactic moment,
to say the least.

Gracie’s GroominGdale’s
Professional Pet Grooming since 1973
1111 Ensign Trace, Suite D • Cameron
816-724-0597

pharmacy • deli • produce • floral department

Check out my Facebook Page!
groomnlady@gmail.com

Gracie Feese

Stop by and see Gracie & The Girls in our new shop.
New Hours by appt: MWF: 7:30 - 3:30 and T&TH: 7:30 - 5:30

YOUR TRUSTED
Local Mechanic

We repair it right the first time because your safety
is our top priority. Call or stop in today.
Our friendly certified technicians are here to help.

Over 47 Years Of Wonderful Service & Still Going Strong!

QUALITY PARTS & SERVICE
YOU CAN COUNT
ON US FOR ALL MAKES &
MODELS!

O’DONNELL
MOTOR COMPANY

319 N. Walnut, Cameron
816-632-2033
www.odonnellmotor.com

Stop By & Visit
Us Before,
During or After
the Solar Eclipse
Bring
Your Lawn
Chairs

Bikers
Welcome

Serving Hot Dogs,
Ribs, Burgers,
Cold Pop!
Deli/Salad Bar Will
Be Open!

1303 North Walnut | 816-632-2441
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Things to do in Cameron

Upcoming Eclipse Events

There are several things to do during your stay in Cameron
including parks, swimming, and golfing. Below is a list of all the
parks and other attractions visitors can take advantage of during
their stay. Cameron city maps are available in various locations
including the Cameron Newspaper office and City Hall.

Movie in the Park will be held at 7 p.m., details TBA

Parks:

Aquatic Center; Beaver Park; Earl Park; McDonald Park; Kelsey
Park; McCorkle Park; Park Valley Baseball/Softball Complex;
Recreation Park; Skate Park; Soccer Complex; Wallace State Park

Activities and things to see:

Skating Rink at the YMCA; Tyrrell Movie Theater; Cameron
Veterans’ Memorial Golf Course; Moose Station at Recreation
Park; Cameron Walking Tour; Grindstone Reservoir; Thomas Price
Pavilion; Blarney Stone; Learning Stones; Train Mural; Painted
Fire Hydrants

Historic attractions and memorials:
Cameron Historical Depot Museum
The Old School of Cameron
Veteran’s Memorial
Fireman’s Memorial
Walking Tours of Homes and Businesses
(maps available at City Hall)

August 18

August 18-21

Lathrop will be hosting a 150-year celebration and Eclipse Fest at
the Lathrop Fairgrounds.

August 19

Painting Memories will be hosting an Eclipse Painting Party at 5
p.m. at Price Pavilion.
The Cameron Elks Lodge will be hosting a live concert at the
Lodge, 9018 NE Hwy 69, Cameron.

August 19-21

Eclipse gathering and lighting of the Eighth Fire will take place at
Soggy Bottoms Campground, 5501 NW Kerr Dr., Cameron.

August 20

The Old School of Cameron will be hosting a “See You in the
Shadows” event all day at the Old School.

August 21

Partial Solar Eclipse will start at 11:41 a.m. with totality starting at
1:07 p.m. Viewing stations will be located at Red Top Saloon and
lot directly north across Hwy 69 and the old North Country Ford
building.
Cameron Veterans’ Memorial Golf Course will host a Total Eclipse
Golf Tournament at 10 a.m. at the golf course.

October 7th•12-6 p.m.
Missouri FREE Festival

Downtown Historic Cameron
•

Visit our LocaL Businesses
during the soLar ecLipse.
stop By and get your
soLar gLasses $1.00
416 N. Walnut Ste. A • Cameron, MO 64429
Phone: (816) 632-2005
Email: cameronmochamber@gmail.com

www.cameronmochamber.com

Advanced wine tasting tickets $20.
•
Featuring Northwest Missouri artisans, musicians,
wineries, distillers, and food vendors
•
For more information contact
Cameron Chamber of Commerce 816-632-2005

www.amfam.com

KAREN S CHANEY

KAREN CHANEY AGENCY, INC.
223 E. THIRD
P.O. BOX 346
CAMERON, MO 64429-0346
Office: 816-632-6586
Fax: 816-632-6466
E-mail: kchaney@amfam.com
1-800-MYAMFAM (800-692-6326)
Website: www.karenchaneyagency.com
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The lighting of the ‘Eighth Fire’
By Tori Foster

This August will be one to remember for a lifetime. Monday,
August 21 will mark the first coast-to-coast total solar eclipse
in the United States since 1918, and Cameron is in its path.
According space.com, a total eclipse occurs twice every three
years. However, they only happen, on average, once every 375
years in the same location.
Tucson, Ariz. resident Peter Deane is traveling to Cameron to
experience this once-in-a-lifetime phenomenon and is inviting
the world. Deane is hosting a public event at Soggy Bottom
Campground, 5501 NW Kerr Dr., Cameron. The event will
include a Native American ceremony performed by Chief Jack
Whitehorn of the Missouriah-Osage Tribe. Invitations were
also sent to numerous world leaders including the president, the
Dalai Lama and the Pope. Deane has not had any responses to
date.
Soggy Bottom offers visitors running water, fishing, hiking,
and other activities, as well as three miles of Shoal Creek.
Deane is hoping to have Align Orion, a Chicago-based rock
band, come and perform the weekend of the eclipse. He said all
artists are welcome. Deane has six lots available, at no charge,
for any musician wanting to play. Bands are asked to bring their

For most of us,
the only time we really
want to be in the dark is
during a total solar eclipse.

Photo submitted by Peter Deane.

Pictured is Chief Whitehorn (right) and Peter Deane
(left) in Appleton City. Chief Whitehorn performed a
blessing for Deane before he embarked on a Volunteer
Mission to clean up Joplin after the 2011 tornado.

own equipment.
“It’s about getting together,” said Deane. “We are one. Let’s
bring in some music and have some BBQ.”
Deane experienced his first eclipse in Chaco Canyon, N.M.

SERVING BREAKFAST
LUNCH AND DINNER
• Daily Specials • Gift Shop

Pasta, Wings, Burgers, Appetizers,
Salads and Steaks

The rest of the time, call Platte-Clay
816-628-3121 24 x 7 x 365

Platte-Clay
Electric Cooperative

Meeting and exceeding our members’ expectations

15055 Bethel Rd., Platte City and
1000 W. State Rd. 92, Kearney

Open 24 Hours • I-35 & U.S. 36 Jct.
Cameron, MO | 632-6429
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in May 2012 and witnessed a ceremony
performed by members of the Navajo
tribe, where he learned about the stars.
“It had such an effect on me,” said
Dean. “I wanted to do that for others. It’s
a beautiful experience.”
According to greatamericaneclipse.
com, an estimated 1.85-7.4 million people
could be viewing the moon pass in front
of the sun on August 21. This is said to be
the most widely viewed eclipse in history.
“We are in an age where thousands
and thousands are going to line up in the
shadow to experience this, it makes me
cry,” said Deane with a hitch in his voice.
“This eclipse is not going to hurt anyone,
it isn’t doom and gloom. We have come
to a time where we are anticipating (the
eclipse). A hundred years ago, we wouldn’t
be able to say when and where an eclipse
was happening. Today, we understand
more. It’s a time for celebration.”
Deane retired as a firefighter in
Cincinnati, Ohio, before moving to
Tucson. He intends to film a documentary

titled “The Last Prophecy,” showcasing
his travels to Cameron and the lighting of
the Eighth Fire. Deane believes August
21 marks the end of the Chippewa tribe
prophecies. From what he understands
of the prophecy, humans will be given a
choice between “calm and knowledge” or
“ignorance and war”. The lighting of the
Eighth Fire signifies the choice of peace
and brotherhood
“It is said the great Peacemaker shall
return,” said Deane. He was referring
to Deganawida, a man who created the
Iroquois Federation during a dark time
for his people. “The Peacemaker is to
dance in the Hilly Country... as a light
greater than the sun.”
Chief Whitehorn will perform the
ceremony after the eclipse has ended.
Whitehorn is a Missouriah-Osage chief
and United States veteran who was
awarded two purple hearts.
“The Eighth Fire in Cameron at Soggy
Bottoms will be lit with the purification of
your light and in the light of forgiveness in

2017
mind,” said Deane. “We understand that
forgiveness can be a hard proposition and
so a look at this Eighth Fire is to look deep
in yourself and as we all know that we
must love ourselves to truly love others.
How can one love others if they don’t
have the ability to love oneself? In turn
with the Eighth Fire, it’s about forgiving
yourself... just forgive yourself and try to
spread your forgiveness the best you can
and to always remember it is about the
protections of our next generations that
we do this for.”
Deane has self-published three books
about the prophecy: Dance of Blue
Kachina (The Beginning), Finding
Bellarmine, and Elmer’s Last Sun Dance.
He intends to post unedited cuts of “The
Last Prophecy” to the Clover Valley
Media, LLC Facebook page and to
clovervalleymedia.com. To contact him
about performing at the Soggy Bottoms
eclipse event or for more information,
email him at tanka@live.com.

Dino’s Diner
FAMILY RESTAURANT

Stop by …Serving
breakfaSt
Lunch and dinner
aLL day
MIKE WALSER, Owner
413 W Grand Ave
Cameron, MO 64429

(816) 632-6445

Sun. - Thurs. 6am - 9pm • Fri. & Sat. 6am - 10pm
816-632-4455 • 512 N. Walnut • Cameron

www.tandstirepros.com
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CAMERON REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
♦Acute Care Medical-Surgical Unit
♦Outpatient Specialty Clinics
♦GeroPsychiatric Unit
♦Inpatient Rehabilitation Unit
♦20 Active Staff Physicians
♦105 Consulting Staff Physicians
♦Cardiac & Pulmonary Rehab
♦Hospitalist Program
♦Bone Densitometry
♦Nuclear Medicine
♦Pain Management
♦Extensive Cardiac Services
♦Orthopedics
♦Chemotherapy
♦Sleep Lab
♦SwingBed Program

Large Enough to Heal Small Enough to Care
♦Inpatient/Outpatient Surgery
♦Intensive Care Unit
♦MRI, CT, & PET Scanning
♦EchoVascular Services
♦Respiratory Therapy
♦CLIA-Certified Laboratory
♦Accredited 3D Mammography
♦CRMC Home Health Agency
♦Comfort Care Hospice
♦Helping Hand Private Pay Services
♦Physical Therapy
♦Workers’ Comp/Occupational Medicine
♦Sports Medicine
♦Occupational Therapy
♦Speech Therapy
♦Infusion Center
♦Beautiful Obstetrics Unit with Large LDRPs
♦Renal Dialysis Units in Cameron & Bethany
♦Orthopedic & Rehab Center
♦18 Satellite Clinics in 5 Counties
♦Free Comprehensive Annual Health Fair
♦24-Hour Emergency Rm. Level III Stroke Center

1600 E. Evergreen (Exit 52 off I-35)
Cameron, MO 64429

(816) 632-2101 or (800) 852-0659
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The Great American Eclipse Event
Here are a few eclipse facts:

By Annette Bauer

On August 21, 2017, Cameron will be in the path of a
unique, once in a lifetime event, a total solar eclipse. The Great
American Total Solar Eclipse will darken the skies all the way
from Oregon to South Carolina, along a stretch of land about 70
miles wide. This will be the first time a total solar eclipse has
been visible from the contiguous United States since 1979.

A total solar eclipse occurs somewhere on Earth once in
every 18 months on average.
In any one location, a total solar eclipse is very rare, occurring
on average once every 375 years.
During a total solar eclipse, the Moon’s shadow is cast upon
the Earth.
There are two parts to this shadow – an outer shadow that
covers a wide region creating a partial eclipse, and a much
smaller central shadow that creates the total eclipse.
As the Earth rotates, the central shadow creates a thin path
known as the path of totality.
If you are located within the path of totality, you will
experience nature’s most amazing spectacle – a total eclipse of
the sun.
Those outside of the path of totality will experience a partial
eclipse, an event nowhere near as dramatic as a total eclipse.
Even if only 1% of the sun is visible, it is still 10,000 times
too bright to see the exciting eclipse phenomena. You must be
within the path of totality to feel the full experience.
Even those who know what is happening can be caught off
guard by a total solar eclipse.

THE DOLLAR BARN

TOTAL ECLIPSE GOLF TOURNAMENT
Monday, 8/21/2017 ∙ 2-person Scramble Format

Come See Us For Your
4 th Of July Needs!

10:00 a.m. shotgun start with a break from 12:30 to 2:00 p.m.
to eat lunch (available for purchase) and watch the total eclipse.
Entry fee is only $20/pp for members or $40/pp for non-members
Rental carts available ∙ Cash payback
Souvenir T-shirts available (prepaid orders only)
Limited to the first 36 paid entries - Entry deadline 8/7/17
Call, stop by, e-mail, or visit our website for more info:
1000 S Park Ave - Cameron, MO 64429
816-632-2626
admin@camerongolfclub.com
http://www.camerongolfclub.com/events

*Americana Items *$5 Bag Sale
*Sunglasses For The Family
Also Clip-on & Readers For $1

Clinco

Trace

632-8251

Ensign

(Inside Clinco)

1205 W. Grand Ave.

36 Hwy.

Grand Ave.

HOURS: Mon. - Sat. 9-5

LIFT WITH YOUR FINGER, NOT YOUR BACK

12 Packs
$

various sizes of flags • garland • decorations • flowers

7.29

Exclusive PowerFold ® option lifts
decks with the flip of a switch.
•

Cans, Bottles,
Aluminum
Friday August 18 Monday August 21

SBJ Fuels Inc.

1314 N. Walnut • Cameron, MO • 632-6158

•

•

Effortlessly raises FrontMount™
DuraMax® decks
Access to underside of deck
for easy maintenance
Shortens length to simplify
storage and trailering

Visit your dealer today for a demonstration!

816-632-7277
809 W. Grand
Cameron, MO
GRASSHOPPERMOWER.COM

IT’S SO MUCH MOWER
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St. Joseph Auction
and Antique Mart

20,000 SQUARE FEET!
Vintage, Antiques & Collectibles

Open 10 am to 6 pm daily
3600 S. Leonard Rd. St. Joseph, MO

816-279-4310

ST. JOSEPH

TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE

Tipple Hill Winery & Vineyard Events

10501 SE US HWY. 36 • EASTON, MO

816-294-7968

contactus@tipplehillwinery.com

OPEN: Friday, August 18; Saturday, August 19; Sunday, August 20 and Monday, August 21
SAMPLING AND SELLING WINES – INCLUDING OUR SPECIAL EDITION OF
“TOTALITY SOLAR ECLIPSE”

X
Friday 6:30 to 8:30 pm Wine Glass (2) Painting Class featuring a solar eclipse theme.
$25pp, MUST pre-register.
Saturday Night 7 to 9:30 pm - Live Music
Sunday Open 10:30 am to 5 pm. Viewing Location with Limited Space (bring lawn chairs)
Food Vendor - Murphy Smokin’ Meats
Telescope viewing - feel free to bring your own
Outside Live Music by Bill Hoffman, 12:30 pm - 2:30 am
Complimentary viewing glasses with wine purchase, while supplies last.
Wine Sampling Featuring “Totality Solar Eclipse 2017” - Limited Supply - NO reservations,
First come, First served.

$5.00
Parking Fee
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It is eerie, awe-inspiring, unsettling,
beautiful, and often emotionally
overwhelming.
Most people find it hard to describe the
totality experience.
It is essential to consider eye safety
when planning for the eclipse.
People must use solar filters to view
the partial phases of the eclipse.
Totality can be viewed safely with the
naked eye, but only if you are in the path
of totality.
Few people have experienced a total
solar eclipse.
Most people remain unaware of how
incredible this natural event is.
Often the total eclipse is the single
largest event to occur within a region,
attracting major crowds.
A great number of questions come up
any time you talk about a once in a lifetime
event such as an eclipse. Because it is
such a unique experience here are a few
of the most frequently asked questions:

When was the last
total solar eclipse in
the continental U.S.?

The last total solar eclipse was in
February of 1979, but because of bleak
weather conditions and its location in
the far Northwest, passing over only
five states, not many people saw it. After
the August 21, 2017 eclipse, the next
solar eclipse in the United States will be
April 8, 2024 and will travel from Texas
through Maine, barely touching Missouri,
in the boot heel, with Cape Girardeau in
the path of totality.

What is the best
place to view a solar
eclipse?

The ideal place to be is on the
centerline near a town or park where the
weather is usually clear. Cameron has a

2017
number of parks and parking lots, perfect
for viewing the eclipse and the weather
has traditionally been clear on August 21.
Cameron is set to experience two minutes
and twenty-seven seconds of totality
beginning at 1:07 p.m., with the partial
phase beginning at 11:41 a.m.

What is a solar
eclipse?

A solar eclipse is a lineup of the Sun,
the Moon, and the Earth. The Moon,
directly between the Sun and Earth, casts
a shadow on our planet. If you are in the
dark part of the shadow (the umbra) you
will see a solar eclipse. If you are in the
light part (the penumbra) you will see a
partial eclipse.
What about locations outside of
totality?
The truth is, everyone in the continental
U.S. will see at least a partial eclipse. In
fact, those with clear skies will see the
Moon cover at least 48 perfect of the

AIR MEDICAL TRANSPORT
FOR YOU & YOUR FAMILY

THE SECURITY OF KNOWING

YOU’RE COVERED

IF YOU OR A LOVED ONE EVER
NEEDS TO BE TRANSPORTED
VIA AIR AMBULANCE.
INDIVIDUAL PLANS
STARTING AT
$40 A YEAR

LEARN MORE TODAY
AIRMETHODSADVANTAGE.COM

855.877.2518

DELIVERING

LIFESAVING CARE
EVERY DAY

#AIRMETHODS
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Sun’s surface, as far away from the line
of totality as Maine.

So, is totality
REALLY important?

In fact, it’s all about totality. Being
able to see 48 percent may seem like a
lot, but in reality, it isn’t. Those outside
the path of totality will not likely even
notice their surroundings getting dark.
Only totality reveals the true celestial
spectacle, including seeing the sun’s
corona, strange colors in our sky and

seeing stars in the daytime. Just before
the moon covers the sun, you may see
the “diamond ring effect”. For a second,
the faint ring of the sun’s last crescent of
light and then the bright (diamond) flash
of the last glimpse of the sun. The flash
is the light of the sun glimpsed through
a valley on the edge of the moon. Take
a moment to notice your surroundings as
well, the world will be dark, but it is not
quite like night and nothing like a cloudy
day. The sky may even look darker near
the sun than the sky near the horizon. You
may see another diamond ring as the sun

11
emerges from behind the moon, then it is
time to put your eye protection back in
front of your eyes as the sun becomes
once again blindingly bright.

What else will be
happening?

Nature will take notice. Depending on
your surroundings, as totality gets closer,
you will notice a resemblance to the onset
of night, though not exactly. Shadows
look different. Usually any breeze will
dissipate and birds (many of whom will

The Great American Eclipse
On Aug. 21, 2017, a
total solar eclipse
will cut a swath
across Missouri
on its path over 12 United
States. For about two minutes,
the sky within the path, about
70 miles wide, will go dark.
This period of darkness is
called totality.
A total solar eclipse happens
somewhere in the world
at least once a year. In the
Continental U.S., the last total
solar eclipse was in 1979. But
it has been 148 years since
daylight went out somewhere
in Missouri, and 575 years
since the last total solar
eclipse in the central part of
the state.
What was happening in 1869
when Missouri had the last
total solar eclipse? Ulysses
S. Grant became president,

Create a Solar Eclipse Model

Jesse James robbed his first
bank, a “golden spike” marked
the first transcontinental
railroad, the Cincinnati Red
Stockings open the season
as the first fully professional
baseball team.

In this activity, you will create a replica of a solar
eclipse.
Materials Needed:
Flashlight or Table Lamp (represents the sun),
Soccer or Soft Ball (represents the earth),
Ping Pong Ball (represents the moon),
Wire or String, Tape, 3 People, A Dark Room

A solar eclipse happens
when the sun and the moon
line up so that the shadow
of the moon falls on the
earth. People in the moon’s
umbra experience a total
solar eclipse, while those in
the penumbra see a partial
eclipse. (see graphic)

Procedure:
1.

2. One person will hold the wire with the earth
at arm’s length in the middle of the room,
one person will hold the wire with the moon
at arm’s length, and one person will stand
behind the light source against the wall.

The bright glow coming from
behind the moon during the
eclipse is called the corona.
This is a part of the sun
we don't normally see; it is
always there, but the glare of
the bright sun hides it.

Use Proper Glasses
It’s never safe to look at the sun without
protection, and the view leading up to the total
solar eclipse is no different. Wearing safe
eyewear is essential. Even cameras and cell
phones can be damaged by their view of
the sun. Learn more about safe viewing
at eclipse.aas.org/eye-safety.

Bits of hydrogen gas, called
the chromosphere, may be
visible as red and pink colors.

Eclipse watcher: Is it true that the moon’s
atmosphere focuses the light of sun,
making it dangerous to be outside on
eclipse day?

Look up the following
vocabulary words:
Solar Eclipse Facts
Totality • Umbra
Penumbra • Corona
Air temperatures can drop 10 degrees.
Chromosphere
Animals and insects will react as if it’s nighttime.
Insects will start chirping, cows will head to the barn.

w
w
w
w

The sky will be dark, but will appear as if there’s a full moon.
Stars and planets will be observable: Venus will be the brightest!

Doctor Speck: The moon does
not have an atmosphere, and so it
cannot behave this way. It is no more
dangerous than any other day .

4. The moon will need to be between the sun
and the earth at a distance where it will cast
a shadow on the earth (this may take some
trial and error to find the perfect spot).
5. The moon will very slowly orbit around
the Earth.

Learning Standards: I can follow sequential
directions to create a replica. I can draw
conclusions and analyze results. I can make
text-to-world connections.

Doctor
SPECK

Eclipse watcher: My textbook
says that the sun’s corona gives
off harmful X-rays and UV rays —
shouldn’t we be scared of them?
Doctor Speck: The corona does give off those rays, but it does that every
day, it’s just that the bright sun makes it difficult for us to see the corona
on a normal day — so we don’t notice it. The earth’s atmosphere protects
us from those harmful rays on eclipse day and on every other day.
Dr. Angela Speck is Director of Astronomy at University of Missouri, Columbia.

3. When the room is completely dark, switch
on the light and aim the light source straight
at earth.

6. Note the various points in the orbit that
create night and day. At what point is there
an eclipse?

Source: GreatAmericanEclipse.com

Get Smart

Use tape to secure the wire or string to the
soccer/softball (earth) and the ping pong
ball moon).

Learn more:
eclipse.aas.org

Read more: “When
the Sun Goes Dark,” by
Fraknoi and Schatz

Brought to you by this newspaper,
the Missouri Press Foundation and
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come in to roost) will stop chirping. It
may be quiet. A 10-15 degree drop in
temperatures is not unusual.

Is it safe to view an
eclipse?

To view the entire phenomenon of the
eclipse, it is important to observe proper
eye safety. The bright portion of the sun
is NOT safe to view at any time without
proper eye protection. During the brief
time of totality – two minutes twentyseven seconds in Cameron - when the
moon completely covers the sun, it will
be safe to view with the naked eye. But
to watch the moon slowly cover the sun
and to watch as the sun begins to peek
from behind it again, it is important to use
eye protection. There are several ways to
protect your eyes during an eclipse, but
the simplest, is eclipse glasses. Sunglasses
are only intended to reduce glare they are
NOT protection enough to allow you to
view the sun directly.

Should I plan to
photograph the
eclipse?

Four days
of celebration!
Rain or shine!
• Old fashion “Mule Days”
• Chuckwagon Hoedown
• Eclipse Viewing
• “Diamond Ring” weddings
• Wine & dine
• Gospel sing
• BBQ
• Horseshoe tournament
... and much more!

So how do I prepare
for the eclipse?

Many people will have the deep desire
to photograph this once in a lifetime
experience, but the truth is, most of
those same people do not have the
proper equipment. When you think about
photographing the eclipse a lot of people
think of the things they see on National
Geographic, but those photos require
long telephoto lenses – which not many
people have. Instead, experts recommend
you take notice and photograph your
surroundings. Play to the strengths of
your smartphone camera by capturing the
environment under the eclipse. Taking
multiple still photos at different intervals
of your surroundings can capture the
entire light changing phenomenon of the
eclipse better than any one photo can.

Total Solar Eclipse/150 Anniversary
August 18-21 • Lathrop, MO

2017

Experienced eclipse chasers have a
few helpful hints for first time eclipse
viewers, they include:
Expect a big crowd and prepare for
it. Go to the bathroom before leaving
to view the eclipse. Don’t neglect the
sunscreen, hats and sunglasses if you are
in an open area. For young kids, bring
something for them to do while they wait,
or view in a location with activities to
keep them occupied. For older people,
bring a folding chair and a sun umbrella.
Be sure to pick up your eclipse glasses,
being sold by the Cameron Chamber of
Commerce for $1 each, available at the
Chamber office, Cameron Newspapers,
Cameron City Hall, the YMCA, Farmers
State Bank, and His & Hers.

Visit Plattsburg
Eclipse Viewing in beautiful Plattsburg

Purchase tickets,
T-shirts, posters, postcards,
eclipse glasses & more

TODAY!

Food and drink vendors, first aid tents and security,
portable toilets with hand wash stations will be available.

For more information visit lathropeclipse.com

Perkins Park and McGee Family Conservation Area
Chamber of Commerce information booth

Also Visit

• Year ‘round Christmas store
• President for a day, David Rice Atchison statue
• Clinton County Museum
• Restaurants
• Historic Walking/driving tours
featuring beautiful & unique Victorian homes

www.PlattsburgMo.com • 816-539-2649
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Clubs and
Organizations
211 E 3rd St, Cameron

816-649-5007
FosterAdopt Connect NWMO
(Cameron)
is
a
nonprofit
organization that specializes in
solving problems for kids and
families involved in and affected by
the child welfare system.

• Sammy’s Window program
• Licensing for foster parents in
43rd circuit
• Training and advocacy for foster
and adoptive families.

Our mission is “to provide foster and adopted children a stable, loving and nurturing
family environment by support and advocacy for abused and neglected children and
the families caring for them.”

For more info contact Derek Williams at derekw@fosteradopt.org
or visit our website at www.fosteradopt.org/cameron-mo

The Assistance League is a group of
individuals dedicated to improving
the daily lives of Veterans living in the
Missouri Veterans Home, Cameron.
The VAL uses your donations to
directly and positively affect the lives of
the Veterans.
HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
The Veterans quality of life is enhanced through many activities, transportation
for outings, entertainment, as well as amenities and events. You can partner with
the League by, planned Giving, One-time donation, Legacy Gifts, Memorials, or
participating in one of their fundraisers, Golf Tournaments, Sporting Clays Shoot,
or 5 K-Run.

Donations can be made in person or mailed to the Missouri
Veterans Home, 1111 Euclid Cameron or on our website CameronVAL.org
Keep the Sun shining on people
with developmental disabilities.

Our therapeutic programs increases
core muscle strength, improves
balance and coordination, builds
communication skills and spatial
awareness while creating happy smiles.
Keep the sunshine going by visiting
us on facebook (www.facebook.com/
dreamcatchersmissouri) and on the
web at dreamcatchersmissouri.org.

Changing lives on horseback
PO Box 461, Cameron, MO | 816-649-0519
Pam Swindler | 816-724-0344 • Mike Hanrahan | 816-632-7664
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Cameron
Sertoma Club
“Service to Mankind”
121 W 3rd St • Cameron, MO

Come Join US! Meetings held 1st & 3rd Wednesday,
12 Noon at Washington Street in Cameron
Mission: Sertoma exists for the high and noble purpose of SERVICE TO
MANKIND by communication of thoughts, ideas and concepts to accelerate
human progress in health, education, freedom and democracy. Focus: To assist
the hearing impaired by collecting, recycling & purchasing hearing aids.

Cameron Rotary Club
“Service Above Self”

Meetings held at Noon
on Mondays

Focus: Supporting organizations
including the Cameron Hospital; YMCA;
Clinco and the World Wide Eradication of Polio. Also involved
in Awarding Student Scholarships. For more info on the club,
Contact Everett Ice at 816-632-7111.
FORR®, Local 41, Cameron Crossroads
Meetings 1st Thursday of
every month -- 7 p.m.
*************************
The main purpose of this organization is to guard the
rights of all motorcyclists, to keep them informed of
laws that will help or hinder them as motorcyclists, to promote safety,
rider education, brotherhood, and freedom for all motorcyclists.
******************************************************
If you are a motorcyclist interested in continuing to ride your motorcycle
on the streets and highways of Missouri, if you enjoy fun runs, bike
shows, rallies, and good friends this motorcyclist rights
organization, Freedom of Road Riders®, Local 41, is for you.
Contact: Steve at 816-449-5037 or Angie at 816-449-2707

American Legion Post 33
P.O. Box 47 • Cameron, Mo

What do we do?
• Help with Veteran’s assistance
• Flag Routes
• Boy Scout Troop 87 sponsor
• JROTC
• Awards college scholarships
If you are seeking membership to the American Legion, Sons of the American Legion
or the Auxiliary, contact Allen Reed at 816-632-3113 or Ray Diven at 816-632-7332
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Cameron Clubs and
Organization Events
Public Library
Cameron Area Arts Council Cameron
312 N. Chestnut St. Cameron, Mo • 816-632-2311
Promoting all the arts in Cameron

816.284.0217

Offering more hours to better serve your schedule
Mon. - Fri. 10 a.m. - 6:30 p.m. • Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

CameronAreaArtsCouncil@outlook.com

Like us on Facebook or check out our website at www.cameornlibrary.org
for information on services, programs and events.

CAMERON MUNICIPAL BAND

Cameron Elks Lodge No. 2615

‘The Pride of the Community’

Celebrating 150 years of Musical Excellence
Ann Goodwin Clark, Conductor Cynthia Price Svehla, Business Manager
CMB Board - Gina Reed, President; Chuck Harvey, Vice-President;
Renita Reno Harvey - Secretary; Keith Mathews - Equipment Manager

SUMMER SEASON - 2017

Thursday evenings, 8 pm

June 1 - August 3

Price Pavilion/McCorkle Park

June 1 ‘OPENING NIGHT’ - Kicking off another great season!
June 8 ‘THE MUSIC OF DISNEY’ - highlights from great Disney features Kids of all ages dress as
their favorite Disney character!
June 17 ‘A JFK CENTURY’ - Music remembering the legacy of our 35th President during the
celebration year of the 100th anniversary of his birth.
June 24 Band Favorites - guest conductor, David B. Goodwin, Chillicothe
June 29 ‘CELEBRATE AMERICA’ NIGHT - Patriotic favorites for a Cameron Independence Day
preview! Help us celebrate with free ice cream for everyone!
July 4 CMB will again join forces with the annual “Celebrating Our Veterans” program honoring
our veterans held at the Veterans Memorial 10:00 AM/Parade - 1 PM
July 6 ‘ALL YOU NEED IS LOVE’ - Celebrate the ‘Summer of Love ’67’ Featuring great love songs
through the years…..including that tumultuous summer of ’67!
July 13 ‘CAMERON’S GOT TALENT!’ - and wait until you witness the talents of many local
performers!
July 20 ‘ECLIPSE 2017/LIGHTS OUT!’ - Lunar/Solar mischief is on the horizon! A concert 100+
years in the making!
July 27 THE BAND CONDUCTS its musical favorites!
August 3 ‘BACK TO SCHOOL’ Night - featuring a joint-appearance with the Cameron Dragon
Marching Band and the 5th annual ‘Kids March Around the Park’; presentation of Betty J. Price
Scholarship, 2017
***The Cameron Historical Society is on hand each week with ice cream and drinks
available in support of their mission to preserve Cameron’s proud history.***
Don’t forget……our 5th annual Holiday Concert, Sunday, December 10
3:00 pm Cameron United Methodist Church featuring the
internationally acclaimed ‘FOUNTAIN CITY BRASS’, from Kansas City

Eclipse campsites available August 19-21
$20/night RV spots - 20 available. $10/night tent camping - unlimited
Food will be available for purchase daily in the basement of the lodge
The Club Room is open at 3 p.m. daily.
Campsite Rules: No open fires or bonfires. Alcohol may not be brought on the
grounds, unless purchased from us.

Live Band (open to public) • Saturday, August 19
Anyone is welcome for Mon. viewing at no cost-no reserved spots.
Contact Charlie Carroll for more info or to reserve your campsite. 816-632-8133
9018 NE Hwy 69, P.O. Box 132 • Cameron
816-632-7987 • cameronelks2615@outlook.com
*Anyone not following the rules will be asked to leave.

See You in the Shadows
August 20th • The Old School
$10 per car load
• Backyard style BBQ/Smoker competition
• Washerboard tournament
or
• Kid’s craft table
$3 per person
• Face painting
walking in
• DJ provided music
BBQ/smoker competition and Washer Board team entry forms will be available at the Old School office.

Musical Performances:

7 p.m. Rambo and the Six Guns • 8 p.m. People Watching
All proceeds to benefit the Old School of Cameron & Warrior Outdoors Missouri
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Download the

MISSOURI NISTmagazine app today!
CONSERVATIO
Get the latest
issues on your
phone or tablet

We bring nature to your favorite device.
The Missouri Conservationist magazine app allows
you to discover nature on the go. Browse photos
and videos, stay up to date on conservation news,
and find new ways to get outside.
See what Missouri conservation is all about.
Download the free app at
mdc.mo.gov/mocon.

Download for

Android
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